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Abstract
In this work the reduced scattering coefficient '

s of
highly concentrated mono- and bimodal dispersions is
investigated by Photon Density Wave spectroscopy. The
measured '

s are found to be in good agreement with
theoretical values from Mie theory up to volume fractions
of 0.4 if dependent scattering is considered applying the
hard sphere model in the Percus-Yevick approximation
either for mono- or bimodal systems. Particle sizes (and in
case of bimodal systems additionally the relative amount
of small to large particles) are obtained by comparison of
the measured with calculated '

s at different volume
fractions and wavelengths. An excellent agreement is
found between these particles sizes (even for bimodal
systems) and reference values determined by DLS or TEM
at high dilution. A short introduction to dependent
scattering in mono- and bimodal dispersions is given.

1 Introduction
Light scattering in highly concentrated dispersions is a

challenging topic but nevertheless important for particle
sizing in such materials. Due to multiple light scattering,
well-known sizing techniques as DLS, SLS or turbidity
measurements are bound to fail. However, Photon Density
Wave (PDW) spectroscopy [1] based on multiple light
scattering is able to determine the reduced scattering
coefficient at high particle concentrations and hence
provides an access to the particle size without dilution.
Nevertheless, due to dependent scattering at high
concentrations spatial particle correlation has to be
considered for correct sizing. In the following models for
dependent scattering in mono- and bimodal dispersions
will be verified and determined particles sizes will be
compared to reference values obtained at high dilution.

2 Theory and Experiment

2.1 Reduced Scattering Coefficient and Dependent
Scattering

The reduced scattering coefficient '
s for monodisperse

samples is connected to the particle radius a by the well-
known relationship [2, p.84]:
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where  is the volume fraction of the particles and Qs and
g are the scattering efficiency and anisotropy factor,
respectively, accessible by Mie theory. Hence, for known
 Eq. (1) can be used for particle size determination.
However, Eq. (1) is only valid for low particle
concentrations. At high concentrations the inter-particle
distance becomes small leading to an interaction between
the particles due to e. g. volume exclusion or electrostatic
interaction. Hence, spatial particle ordering occurs
resulting in interference of the scattered light from
different particles. In case of monomodal systems only
interference of the scattered light from particles of the
same size arises and can be taken into account by the static
structure factor S. The reduced scattering coefficient then
reads [3]
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where f is the normalized scattering phase function
and is the scattering angle. If no particle interaction takes
place   1S   reducing Eq. (2) to Eq. (1). In bimodal

systems interference of the scattered light from particles of
the same size (S11, S22) and of different sizes (S12) occurs.
The reduced scattering coefficient reads for this case [4]
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with refractive index of the medium nM, wavelength  and
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where x1 and x2 are the relative number densities of the
small and large particles, respectively, with 1 2 1x x  . fS,1,
fP,1 fS,2 and fP,2 are the complex single scattering amplitudes
of the two polarization states (S, P) for the small (1) and
large (2) particles (f* being the complex conjugates) and S11,
S22 and S12 are the static structure factors. Hence, if the
structure factors are known, '

s can be calculated for
mono- (Eq. (2)) and bimodal (Eq. (3)) dispersions and
particle sizes can be determined even at high
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concentrations. In the following only hard sphere
interactions between the particles are considered which is
sufficient for polymer dispersions of high ionic strength.
For this case the static structure factors for the mono- [3]
and bimodal [5,6] systems can be calculated analytically
for the hard sphere model in the Percus-Yevick
approximation (HSPYA).

2.2 Experimental and Data Analysis

PDW spectroscopy [1,3] measurements are carried out
on two monomodal polystyrene latices PS_1 and PS_2, a
mixture of these two latices with 2 0.0514x  , a
monomodal (CP_1) and a bimodal (CP_2) methylacrylate-
butylacrylate-copolymer. For all samples the reduced
scattering coefficient '

s was determined as a function of
volume fraction and wavelength  (ranging from 638 to
982 nm). In the following only results at one wavelength
are shown exemplarily. However, data analysis and
determination of particle radii has been carried out
including all wavelengths. Refractive indices of the
particles nP and the surrounding water nM, essential for
data evaluation [7], are taken from [8] or measured using
an ATR-refractometer. The refractive index of the
dispersion at each  is calculated from nP and nM [7].
Particle sizes are determined from the measured '

s by
comparison to calculated '

s applying either the
monomodal (Eq. (2)) or bimodal (Eq. (3)) HSPYA. For an
error estimation in the monomodal dispersions particle
sizes are determined at each volume fraction and the
standard deviation is taken. Error estimation for the
bimodal systems is still under investigation. Here, particle
sizes for the best agreement between experimental and
calculated '

s are given only. Reference particle sizes are
determined by DLS or cryo-TEM at high dilution.

3 Results

3.1 Monomodal Systems
The measured reduced scattering coefficient of PS_1

and PS_2 at 833 nm  and of CP_1 at 935 nm  are
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. '

s increases
in the range from 0 0.2  for all samples deviating
from the linearity due to dependent scattering. For CP_1
'
s decreases for larger  exhibiting a maximum at
0.2  . Here, the effect of dependent scattering has a huge

influence on '
s . For comparison calculated '

s applying
the monomodal HSPYA (Eq. (2)) are shown. Best overlap
between experimental and calculated values is obtained
for  253 10 nma   for PS_1,  106 2 nma   for PS_2
and  128 1 nma   for CP_1. For PS_1 and PS_2
calculated and measured '

s agree very well over the
whole investigated range. However, for CP_1 the
experimental '

s are slightly larger for 0.4  than
expected from calculations. One possible reason for the
discrepancy is that the Percus-Yevick approximation is

valid quantitatively only up to volume fractions of 0.4.
Particle radii obtained individually at each  above 0.4
therefore range from 128 nm to 135 nm and are not
included in the standard deviation. However, below
0.4  the determined particle radii of all samples are in

good agreement with reference values obtained by DLS
and cryo-TEM (  DLS

PS1 268 53 nma   ,  DLS
PS2 106 31 nma   ,

 TEM
CP1 125 30 nma   ). The small standard deviation of the

particle size obtained by PDW spectroscopy indicates the
possibility of correct particle sizing by wavelength
dependent measurements at a single  .
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Figure 1 Experimental '
s of PS_1 and PS_2 (symbols) and

calculated '
s applying monomodal HSPYA (lines).
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Figure 2 Experimental '
s of CP_1 (symbols) and calculated

'
s applying monomodal HSPYA (line).

3.2 Bimodal Systems

The measured '
s at 833 nm  of the mixture of PS_1

and PS_2 ( 2 0.0514x  ) is shown in Figure 3. The values
are smaller than those obtained for the pure latex PS_1 and
larger than those for pure PS_2. Here, a linear volume-
fraction-weighted combination of calculated '

s applying
the monomodal HSPYA with 106 nma  and 253 nma 
does not agree with the experimental results as the particle
correlation between small and large particles is not
considered. However, the bimodal HSPYA for
1 106 nma  , 2 253 nma  and 2 0.0514x  results in a good

overlap for the experimental and calculated values.
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Figure 3 Experimental '
s of a mixture of PS_1 and PS_2

(symbols) and calculated '
s applying bimodal (solid line) or

monomodal (dashed and dotted lines) HSPYA.
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Figure 4 Experimental '
s of CP_2 (symbols) and calculated '

s
applying bimodal HSPYA (line).

The experiment indicates that '
s can be calculated

correctly if the particle radii of the two components and
their relative amount are known. However, also the
inversion, i. e. the determination of the particle sizes and
their relative amount in such bimodal dispersions, is
possible from measured '

s . As CP_2 was synthesized as a
bimodal latex '

s could not be measured for the two sub-
distributions and hence their particle size could not be
determined individually. In Figure 4 the measured
reduced scattering coefficient at 935 nm  is shown for
CP_2. Even though '

s exhibits a similar behaviour as
CP_1 no overlap is obtained if the monomodal HSPYA is
applied. In contrast incorporating the bimodal HSPYA
model with 1 36 nma  , 2 150 nma  and 2 0.034x  results
in an excellent agreement between experimental and
calculated values. Only at very high volume fractions the
calculated '

s differ from the experimental ones possibly
due to the limit of validity of the Percus-Yevick
approximation. The obtained radii agree very well with
reference values from cryo-TEM (  TEM

1,CP2 36 6 nma   ,
 TEM

2,CP2 150 13 nma   ). The TEM analysis also suggests a
higher amount of small particles being present in the
sample ( 2 0.097x  ) corresponding to the value of
2 0.034x  obtained by PDW spectroscopy. Even though

the here given radii and x2 are obtained by comparison of

experimental with calculated '
s over the whole range of

 and all  , the results suggest that the determination at
constant  is also possible. This will be further
investigated.

4 Conclusion
In this work the reduced scattering coefficient of highly

concentrated mono- and bimodal polymer latices was
investigated by PDW spectroscopy. Dependent scattering
was considered applying the hard sphere model in the
Percus-Yevick approximation. An excellent agreement was
found between measured and calculated '

s up to volume
fractions of 0.4. Particle sizes determined from measured
'
s in this range agree very well with reference data from

DLS or TEM. In case of monomodal dispersions particle
sizes determined individually at each  were nearly
constant up to a volume fraction of 0.4. Further data
analysis will reveal if particle sizes in bimodal dispersion
can also be obtained from  '

s  at a single  .
Additionally, influence of the relative amount in bimodal
dispersions on '

s will be presented.
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